
 

 

40 tickets were reserved on Eventbrite, for the initial “Big Conversation” event but fewer people 

actually attended on the day. However, those that did attend, were full of ideas, keen to contribute 

and talk with each other (and CIC staff) and offered some very insightful comments.  

On behalf of Gunnersbury CIC I’d like to thank those people for giving up the Saturday morning and 

for their generosity, constructiveness and openness on the day –those people who attended made it 

a very worthwhile exercise.  

Attendees selected the theme groups they were most interested in and many took the opportunity 

to sit in on 2 groups, which they selected from the range of – a) Park users, b) future developments 

c) events d) sustainability and e) museum and heritage. 

Attendees also made comments across the various theme groups and these are also summarised 

here:  

Communications 

Across the various theme groups a common criticism/comment emerged that people felt that the 

CIC’s communications were not as good as they should be. 

Information was provided but some of the channels we use (social media) might not always be 

accessed by some members of the community. Some attendees identified a lack of response from 

the CIC on social media to those with complaints, the group wished to see the CIC engage in these 

online. 

Many of the group identified a lack of communication on events. Many stated that they had only 

learnt about the event today through word of mouth, rather than through marketing.  

People can live nearby for years and never really know what’s at Gunnersbury - how does CIC tell 

local people that such a nice park is on their doorstep?  

Some people recounted missing events hosted by the museum because they saw advertising only 

after the event had taken place.  

Some attendees seemed unfamiliar with our mailing list.  

Some wished to see the CIC advertise across more channels of communication. For example, 

chiswickw4.com, actonw3.com, brentfordtw8.com and ealingtoday.co.uk 

Some members of the group also wanted better communication streams for the CIC to ask the 

community for ideas.  

“We’d never met each other before today - This has been really good to talk about the park” 

A lot of trust had been lost in the CIC from the community, they previously felt that the CIC did not 

listen or engage with the community enough. 

This Big Conversation event was encouraging and needs to be on a regular basis, 2-3 times a year 
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Membership 

The idea of a membership scheme for Gunnersbury was raised.  It might be a good way for users of 

the park to feedback and be involved in fundraising.  

Membership might give those who have an emotional investment even if they are not regular users 

of the park, (for example, they have moved out of the area) an opportunity to stay involved.  

 

The theme groups  

 A - Park users 

This group broke the conversation down into four broad areas as follows –  

Who uses the park now and who will use it in the future? 

 The development of the Brentford FC new stadium site and continued development of S 

Acton will bring more residents into area around the park and increase use of park. Most of 

these homes don’t have gardens  

 Having children changes how locals use the park – families are more likely to use the park 

than singles or couples  

 Offices opening in Brentford and on the A4 – their workers should use the park at lunchtime  

 There will be a different feel and dynamic to the way the park is used when the sports centre 

opens - longer hours, more people playing sports on fields which is a good thing. 

 Sports use and dog walkers might be a conflict area? 

 Signage in park ahead of the festivals is poor. If people know before they get here, they 

might be less “put out” as they can manage their expectations. 

 Park run is a good thing! 

What’s good about the park now? 

 The wildflower meadow and the lawns by the lake. 

 The heritage bits of the park – planting and trees 

 It’s a great place to walk the dog  

 It’s quiet and peaceful and lots of nature in parts of the park  

What’s not so good? 

 The area around the Potomac is full of nature, “...but it is isolated and sometimes I feel a bit 

unsafe there“ 

 The path along the northern boundary of the park behind the Popes Lane houses, gets very 

congested sometimes and the cyclists go down there too fast – “it’s not safe sometimes” 

 Don’t ban cycling, but can they be separated from pedestrians better? 

 There’s a cycle route along the A4 to the south of the park, but no place to park bikes 

securely if you enter the park there. 

  The paths in the south of the park are very uneven and hazardous for some people.  

 Why aren’t there good notice boards at every gate? 

What changes / improvements do you want to see? 

 A “trim trail” or some gym equipment around the park – “the sports centre will be great, but 

why can’t we exercise outside, for free and at our own pace?”  



 People on low incomes should be able to exercise at no cost in the park  

 Walking trails – the nature trail is nice, but can there be more marked out routes for people?  

 Promote healthy walking for people  

 Mums and toddlers – organising events in park to help mums network and meet each other 

in the park would be beneficial  

 Car parking – charging will deter commuters, BUT first 2 hours should be free for all park 

users. Don’t price out ordinary people. 

 Water fountains – these are going up in other parks and in paces around Ealing, why aren’t 

there any at Gunnersbury? 

 “Recycling bins in the park please “  

 Make cyclists stick to a speed limit – don’t ban them but make them more responsible.  

 

B - Future Developments: 

These were discussed between 2 different groups across the morning and afternoon, ranging from 4-

5 people in each group.  

The areas available for discussion were:  

 The Small Mansion 

 The Stables  

 The West Lodge  

 The South Lodge  

 The East Lodge  

 The Potomac Tower 

 The Model Farm  

 The Japanese Gardens  

 The general infrastructure of the park e.g. toilets and pathways etc.  

Not all the many areas for development were discussed at length, but the following locations did 

prompt a lot of comment and good ideas. 

 

What would you like to see in the small mansion? 

 The small mansion returned to an arts centre.  

 Happy to see the small mansion used for commercial events, it would have less impact than 

some of the other larger commercial events that have taken place recently.  

 It should also host community events - it shouldn’t be only commercial use.  

 A Café – prefer to be looking out towards the park than tucked away. The group also 

expressed that the current Café is too expensive for what it provides.  

 A Hotel  

 A Wedding venue  

 An Arts School  

 A Conference centre 

 A larger museum shop, could sell products such as seeds from the meadows and 

Gunnersbury honey 



Concerns were raised on whether there was enough demand for these suggested commercial 

activities.   

What would you like to see in The Stables 

 Retail use – possibly a larger version of the museum shop  

 Use as stables (group understood there was a riding school nearby, although, group 

considered whether this would generate enough money and whether horses would be 

allowed to travel around site)  

 An arts studio 

 A retreat 

 A small theatre. 

 Extension of museum – carriage display  

 

What would you like to see at The Potomac Pond? 

 An important source of wildlife - unhappy seeing the Potomac Tower used for private 

functions, but could be used as a bat tower, a place for bats to roost.  

 An area that could teach children about wildlife.  

 If commercial events in this area were to take place this might produce a conflict of interest 

for the preservation of that wildlife.  

 Concern over the Potomac pond being used for fishing.  

 Attendees wanted more communication about how commercial uses of the park would 

impact natural heritage spaces.  

 Nature and conservation need to be the thread that underlines it all.  

 The park was in need of a ranger, in which they suggested the West Lodge could be used as 

a site for a live-in ranger.  

 

What would you like to see in Model Farm? 

 Could be used as another retail opportunity.  

 With so many sites on the park with possibility of development, Gunnersbury needed to 

prioritise only a few.  

 

What would you like to see improved about the General Park Infrastructure? 

 Better signage was needed across the park.  

 An increased amount of nature interpretation in the park. They commended what has 

already been put in place but wished to see more.  

 Prompt park users on how they could help minimise damage done to the natural heritage 

areas within the park.  

 C  Events 

Events that attendees enjoy at other places that they feel would work well at Gunnersbury Park 

 Open Air Theatre – needs to be professional to make money. Collaborations with 

successful actors/producers, as at Regents Park 



 Picnic concert – Kenwood House style 

 Vintage car rally – Goodwood revival 

 Steam fair – touring events 

 Antiques Roadshow 

 Pub in the Park (Chiswick H&H), Food Festivals 

 Christmas Market 

 Pop up Cinema (Ravenscourt Park and others) 

 

And one they didn’t think would work well 

 Chinese Lantern Festival (as at Chiswick House) – was disruptive to local area 

Lovebox & Citadel 

 The group looked at what they’d like to see improved -  

General Communications  

 Signs and noticeboards – map showing area closed on each entrance gate 

 Social media 

 W3 Forum and other online community groups/noticeboards 

 Letters 

 Affirm the positive sides of the events 

 Explain where the money goes and what it funds, e.g. pays for the running of the park 

and gardens for the year; x% of the Estate’s total income. Explain income challenges for 

the Park 

 Give simple and clear information – the basics 

 

 How did Lovebox & Citadel 2019 compared to 2018? 

 Cleaner (better rubbish removal, litter picking) 

 Audience more responsible (a cultural shift or different acts bringing different fans?) 

 Less noisy 

 Parking and road closures better managed 

 A406 (new egress route to Ealing Broadway) well stewarded 

 Egress better 

 

Lovebox & Citadel 2020 compared to 2019; needs to be better in the following ways -  

 Communications – about why, when, how. Better PR. Poster on every gate, as above 

 The existence of the community hub website was not obvious 

 

D Sustainability  

The groups looked at a range of issues including the need to balance the overall park experience 

alongside necessary commercial activity.  



There was also a conversation about the need to set out a clear vision for the park – it’s role in 

promoting health and wellbeing, conservation of nature including wildlife and the balance between 

access and use by the public and needing to maintain certain areas for natural growth and wildlife 

habitat. 

Gunnersbury is a Nature Conservation Site of Borough Importance Grade 2 

 The groups also raised a range of interesting ideas –   

 North Circular – could we have a “green wall”? 
 Need to communicate more about the nature in the park 

 Plastic use not good – we need to do an audit of the café 
 Facilities for Schools Eco Clubs?  
 Partnership with Thames Festival Trust?  
 Museum services are “cultural social services” – sense of identity with the place 
 Interpretation in the park is very poor– no sense of the importance of the place – people 

need to know this  
 More information needed about the nature in the park – leaflets/quiz/nature trail 
 Thames Explorer Trust 
 Regular, guided walks  
 Capel have run the petting zoo at Crystal Palace – what about here – and possibilities for 

Model farm 
 Transport – maybe an electric shuttle bus to pick people up? 
 Can we promote the E3, train station at Kew, South Ealing tube – all good ways of getting to 

the park (other than by car)  
 Need to increase visitors to the South of the park –reduce the isolation by the Potomac 

 

E Museum, Heritage, Exhibitions,  
 
Attendees complained that there was not enough to encourage repeat visitors to the museum and 
that the museum felt static, it always stays the same. However, they also recognised that there were 
a lot of positive things –  

 

 
Good things/What works well/What people like 
 

 Good front of house staff and friendly welcome 
 Like the Displays and interactive elements 
 Costume Gallery and “try it on” for kids etc excellent 
 Initial Places Gallery and Film Overview of the history of the 2 Boroughs really good 
 All had brought friends and visitors to the Museum who had been impressed – there is a lot 

to see and do 
 Talks, events, activities varied and interesting – but some such as the walks overpriced/too 

expensive (Walks by the Heritage Guides in Richmond and Hounslow are £3 as opposed to 
£8) 

 Schools programme good and Victorian Kitchens an excellent educational resource 
 Workshops and Arts and Crafts activities engaging – eg Suffragette Banners 

 
Suggestions and Ideas for Developments/Improvements 

 
 Build on the Schools programme – develop relationships with secondary schools 
 Recognise shortage of time and cash in schools and link imaginatively to National Curriculum 



 Identify themes which bridge curriculum subjects eg the very successful Suffragettes 
Banners project 

 Offer and develop the Museum itself as a resource eg host meetings of teachers for Inset 
days 

 Develop opportunities for adult learning and volunteering in the Museum and build links 
with all the Local History Groups  

 Develop some “Handling Collections” which can be used on an inter-generational basis 
 Develop rotating Exhibits in the Galleries and Special Events which build on the sense of 

place and community 
 Recognise the waves of migration to the area as a norm from Roman times to today and 

capture more recent minority ethnic diversity and cultural and religious histories 
 Build on Pride Event to develop and celebrate LGBT communities 
 Correct the sense of imbalance – some perceive the museum to be more oriented to Ealing 

than Hounslow  
 Link the Costume Gallery to childrens toys eg dolls which have different clothes/fashion 

accessories – everyone has worn clothes so link fashion across the centuries and use this to 
engage both young and old 

 Deliver on the promise to name a room after Joan Catterall – a long term volunteer at the 
museum, who was/is incredibly well known in the local community 

 Make more use of the Temporary Exhibits Space to build up the sense of communities and 
local places 

 Sort out and display the Carriage/Transport display next to the Café properly 

 
Next Steps  
The CIC staff (and our board of directors) will consider the numerous comments and ideas generated 
by our first, successful Big Conversation. Some of the ideas, can be translated into action 
immediately, but others will take time to fully assess. Where people made critical comments, we will 
consider how best to respond and look to implement improvements wherever we can.   
  
The attendees at the first Big Conversation were keen to keep the dialogue going and have asked 
that we repeat the process soon – and on a regular basis. We’re keen to respond to this and we will 
be issuing a date for The Big Conversion #2  in the autumn.  As you indicated an interest in our first 
event, we will automatically issue you an invitation by email, as well as publicising the date widely.  
 


